When brought together, these voices offer an intimate yet broad view of nineteenth-century American history. Recounting the ways in which a variety of women and men created, conformed to, critiqued, and transformed the ideal of home over the course of the nineteenth century, they sketch a narrative of both inclusion and difference. Nineteenthcentury homes and notions of domesticity seem simultaneously distant and familiar. This sense of surprise and recognition is ideal for the study of history, preparing us to view the past with curiosity and empathy, inspiring comparisons to the spaces we inhabit today -malls, movie theaters, city streets, college campuses, even virtual spaces. By permitting us to listen closely to the nineteenth century's sweeping conversation about home in its various guises, At Home in NineteenthCentury America encourages us to hear our contemporary conversation about the signifi cance and meaning of home anew while appreciating the lingering imprint of past ideals. have studied the home and explains the separate spheres ideal at the center of so much of this scholarship. The goal of this chapter is to underscore the centrality of home to a range of historical inquiries while emphasizing its importance to people in the past.
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION:
• How would you characterize the physical transformation of the nineteenth-century American home?
• What are some of the different contexts in which historians have studied houses and domesticity?
• What was the separate spheres ideal?
• 
CHAPTER 1(continued)
The Emergence of the Nineteenth-Century Domestic Ideal • How did women's paid labor inside and outside of the home simultaneously uphold and test the ideal of the middle-class moral home?
• What hardships, challenges, and rewards did domestic life hold out to working-class women in the homes of middle-class employers? Consider the different vantage points of Catharine Beecher, Clarissa Packard, and Lizzie Goodenough.
• How did life in a boarding house challenge the expectations for a respectable Victorian home?
• When were workers, the poor, and even slaves included in the ideal of the moral home? On what terms were they included by employers, reformers, and owners?
EXPANDED ACTIVITY
As men increasingly worked outside the home for wages, women's domestic labor came to be viewed as separate from the marketplace. On the one hand, this transformation diminished and even erased the economic significance of wom- Some documents in this chapter contain arguments that "good homes" foster morality, civilization, and the skills necessary for engaged and responsible citizenship. Other sources suggest that "good homes" are evidence of these qualities.
Find examples of these two arguments. (In some cases they can be found in the same document.) What is at stake in these different understandings of home's significance? Are the two interpretations mutually exclusive? How so? And if not, can they be reconciled using examples from the documents in this chapter?
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CHAPTER 5
At Home in the Late Nineteenth-Century City CHAPTER 5 (continued)
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CHAPTER 6
Dismantling the Victorian Ideal and the Future of Domesticity • How did the new vision of domestic efficiency and the rise of men's craftsmanship seek to re-gender domestic spaces at the turn of the century?
What gendered assumptions did they leave unchallenged?
• What is the relationship between home and marketplace by the end of the AT HOME IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY AMERICA
